Surface EMG in the recording of fasciculations.
The usefulness of multichannel surface recording of fasciculations was evaluated by a retrospective study of 116 patients with various neurological disorders. Eight channels of a conventional electroencephalograph were used with plate electrode recordings from the upper arms and legs. Wide-spread fasciculations (defined as five or more of the eight muscle groups) were recorded in 48 of 54 patients with motor neuron disease, spinal muscular atrophy or postpolio syndrome, but noted on routine clinical examination at presentation in only 6. Eleven of 23 patients with peripheral neuropathy or myelopathy had fasciculations in five or more leads compared to one clinically, and 3 of 39 with other neurological diseases had fasciculations electrically but in only one were they clinically observed. The method is a noninvasive and sensitive adjunct to clinical examination for detecting fasciculations. Its diagnostic value is limited by the relatively high incidence of fasciculations in neuropathies and myelopathies. However, this study suggests that "false negatives" are rare and that the diagnosis of motor neuron disease should be reconsidered when less than five leads shows fasciculations.